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O'Connor: The Aesthetic Emphasis Before the Moderns

THE AESTHET'IC EMPHASIS BEFORE
THE MODE'RNS
William Van O'Connor
of Van Wyck Brooks and of Lewis Mumford
. that America was hostile to the aesthetic emphasis are easily documented. America was hostile to the artist. .Ye~ despite their- society's
being dedicated singlemindedly to practical affairs, there were a fewHerman Melville, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Emily Dickinson, Stephen
, Crane, .Henry Adams, and George Santayana-who did their part to
keep the integrity of the artist alive as an ideal.. The sudden flourishing ofa mature poetr.y in the generation of Eliot, ~ound, Marianne
Moore, Ransom, et aI.,. and the concern of critics-to relate it to Metaphysical and Symbolist poetry have caused many to lose sight of the
native influences from the late nineteenth and the early twentieth century. These latter influeflees may not be as strong as the former two,:",
but they are signifiCant and should t;l0t be overlooked.
With the perspective we now have on American literature in the
nineteenth century it is not difijcult to understand groupings which
similar Interests and perceptions urged upon individual authors. ,We
can understand the friendship of Hawthorne and Melville, and of
Henry James and Henry Adams. We can understand the similar interests which drew Conrad, James,' and the young Stephen Crane together. Nor is it surprising that. two or three generations later, poets
like Hart Crane and W. H. Auden would be-writing poems in honor of
Melville, James, -and Emily Dickinson. A community of spirit and
craftsman~hip establishes kinship. More specifically, we find that the
problems of artistry have been seen by all of them to relate to the
peculiar problems of modernity. Morton D. Zabel has stated the problem in relation to James. We can accept his statement, to a consider-
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able extent at least, as ~~Iating to the other poets who have strongly influenced modern poetry.
At the beginning of the century J~mes could sense the disintegrating fotf.::es that would afford an easy rationalization for formlessness in
the coming literature. What he wrote in his critical prefaces for aspirants in his own profession was almost immediately focused against
modern poetic theory at four important points: "the .motives of technique, the ~atiIre of artistic intelligence, the duty of self determination,
and the ch~racter of modernity. All of them have been paramount in
literature during the past half century, made so by the decline of the
romantic principles and the resistance of creative integrity to the con,
fusion which those principles inducefl."
Whitman, despite the intensity of 'his democratic visions, was a part
of the gathering strength of the naturalistic over-emphasis on detail for
its own sake. Soon many would believe that the accumulation of facts
and data in itself was explanation. Facts speak for themselves. The
writer,'who should be the central and controlling intelligence, becomes
lost in the flux of detail he amasses. The poets in Whitman's wake are
concerned with the geography, the history, and the myth of the land,
with adding to a story already told. Their failure to interpret America
in its complexities m~y be laid to their initial failure to bring a critical
discernment and a will to profound imagination to their factual material. Constance Rourke, in 1931, found that James, like "other primary writers in the American tradition, stood alone in his achievement.
The prolific energies that create an entire literature were lacking iIi this
long period, though a widely flung pattern had been created which had
freshness and even magnificence." Miss Rourke found the implications
of James' work fulfilled in Proust, Joyce, Dorothy Richardson, and Virginia Woolf, but finding no American novelists who followed him she
assumed
his i~fluence slight. James, as Zabel has shown, was felt in
.
ano~her way-to the poets he became a model of discipline and discrimination. Nor was James alone. There has been a thin line of artists
in his tradition whQ have made the work of their successors possible
and easier. .That a tradition has been main.tained is indicated by the
eagerness with which the modern. poets have turned to Hawthorne,
Melville, Emily Dickinson, Henry Adams, Stephen Crane and, to a
lesser extent, to some few others.
Despite the accusations that James lacks vitality and substance, he
remains for most modernists their artist-Hthe poet of the difficult, dear
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addicted artist." Certai~ly the work of no other novelist or critic has
been the subject of such pious concern. The cultist appeal in this instance, moreover, lies deeper than the thin surface of the usual literary
fad. This reverence for James has a longer history than Auden's "At
the Grave of Henry James" ( 1941) and the rece,nt reissues of certain
of his novels and short stories. In the, Little Review. in 1918 Ezra
Pound, with as' much respect as he 'could muster, wrote a long and ~e
tailed study of, in Pound's"own words, "the great man's work." And in
the Cantos he caused James to take his place with other great ones in
the timeless history- .
And the great domed head, con gli occhi onesti e tardi
Moves before me, phantom with weighted motion,
Grave incessu~ drinking the tone of things,
And the old voice lifts itself weaving an endlesss sentence.
In the same issue of the Little Review Eliot established the relationship between James and lJawthorne. "The really 'vital thing, in
finding any personal kinship between Hawthorne and James, is what
J amestolIC~y when he, says that 'the fine thing in Hawthorne
is that he cared for the deeper psychology, and tbat in his way, he tried
to' become familiar with it'.", Eliot's point. is. that t.he ~eight anq
, strength of other nineteenth century novel~sts lies; ill; their ~'visual realism." (Eliot is not unaware of the dangers in, the emphases o~ Hawt
thorne and James, nor does he maintain that the "deeper psychology" .
is essentiaL) Hawthorne~and James allQw the reader to see only a
. .
.
mInImum.
Eliot observes also that both men were able to establish the atmos. phere of their societies, that Hawthorne does "get New England, as
James gets a larger part of America, and as none 'of t~eir respective
contemporaries'get anything abov~ a village or two, or a jungle." Bot~
were able to get the "tone of things." Through the i~dication of
nuance, movement, and manner, through the selection .of detail, the
complex attitudes that give a society its character were evoked~' In his
Instigations Po:und said that the emotional center of James "is in being
sensitive to the feel of the place or to the tonality of the ,person/' Th~
poets, with Pound, know that this ability to transcend a merely natural.istic representation lies-in their grasping the "tone of things." It b~
comes an appropriate detail of history that, another critic, Allen Tate,
writing, in tum, of ~e Cantos of, Pound, said that they should "be rea<;l
t
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every few weeks just for the tone." The Symbolist formula. as far as
the novel goes, is found to some extentin James, and allies him with
the poets who look to, him. His technique included a "minimum" rise',
of "architecture" and a tendency toward dealing with "barely ponderable motives." For James, like the Symbolists, investigating areas of
understanding and expression not available to discursive language,
knew that tone can only be evoked, not described.
That not only Pound and Eliot accept much of the "poetics" of
James is indicated by the continued and scrupulously attentive stuq.y
of him by Auden and other younger poets. Auden presents James as'
the Master to whom all writers should turn:
c

o with what innocence your hand submitted
.To these formal rules that help a child to play,
While your heart, fastidious as
A delicate nun, remained tn.ie to the rare noblesse
Of your lucid gift and, for its own sake, ignored the
Resentful muttering Mass
Whose ruminant hatred of all which cannot
Be simplified or stolen is still at large. . .

The influence of Herman Melville spread more slowly than that
of James~ Broadly speaking, Melville's reputation, ~ther than in England, had to await the, publication of his biography, which followed by
several years his centenary in 1919, and the intensive interest of the
critics and poets of the twenties. An English writer caught the explanation of the recovered reputation. Melville's contemporaries tended
to see the world as a "perfectly' clear-cut and comprehensible affair
.... We feel that Melville's oceans and leviathans are credible symbols.
That man hunts through a great deep who looks into himself." In Melville, the moderns found not only an artist profoundly concerned with
the metaphysics of evil but with its representation in pervasively meaningful symbols.
. The awful heritage of evil, whiCh MelvilIe~caught in his/symbols
of the sea, is carried into modem poetry by Hart Crane. The wretchedness and terror of Crane's life, and his death by drowning, give ironic
overtones to the kinship of the two poets. Crane nev~r recognized, as
Melville did, in a profound or ordered fashion the essentially tragic
theme he wrestled with, but perhaps his own life, which Philip Horton
has r~corded and interpreted so movingly, is sufficient commentary.
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And Melville's poem "Ar( would have been strongly meaningful to
Crane (had he known it), who suffered intensely, against the period
of his relatively quick and complete disintegration, to organize his frequently violent imagery and strangely apprQpriate associations into coherent aesthetic form:
.
In placid hours well-pleased we dream
Of many a brave embodied scheme.
But forms to lend, pulsed life create,
What unlike things must meet and mate; . .
An artist lik~ Melville, who strove to create-when he could gather
his imaginative strength, and in the face of public indifference-was
sure to find his most reverent and respectful audience in readers like
Crane. Th~ last seven poems of White Buildings (1926), among the
.
best Crane wrote: are about Melvi~le and the seaHigh in the azur.e steeps
Monody shall not wake the mariner.
The fabulous shadow only the sea keeps.-z.'-

Throughout ThiJ' Bridge- one senses the presence of Melville, ,and
Crane, we can imagine, was -highly pleased when certain of the best
critics saw in his!irst book poetry of an order to rank him permanently
as an artist with figures like Melville.
Hart Crane may also be taken as a significant example of the eagerness with which the poets of the twenti~s assimilated the aesthetic of
Emily Dickinson's poetry. All of his published lines referring to he~r
ill "Quak~r Hill" and "To Emily Dickinson"-center on her exquisite
. isolation'of spirit in song. And however dissimilar th~y were as persons
and as poets, both were mystics and. both felt the need for expressing
t~emselves through an individually discovered aesthetic. Both persisted in holding to the line of· their own development. In their best
poems they held close to the explot;atory metaphor and to conciseness of imagery and statement.
.
Students of Emily Dickinson have recorded ~e early history of
her literary reputation, the initial warmth a~d flurry, then the years
after the turn of the century when the references to her seem few. William Dean Howells, appropriately, in reviewing P-oems of Emily Dickinson, First Series (1891), placed her as certainly, if not as definitely,
as any later critic of the new poetry. In Ancestors' Brocades there is
popular and critical, which her
ample testimony to the interest,
,
. poems
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and letters caused. Nor did publication, in 1896, of the third series of
poems harm her reputation. "Altogether," a critic in the Chicago Journal wrote, "the fi;'st impression of Emily Dickinson's writing is repeated
and emphasized." So far as the anthologies and m~gaz~nes of the first
fifteen years after 1900 give evidence, howevet; her"reputation and
actual influence were slight. Until publication of The S£ngle Hound
in i914 her name is not mentioned in Poetry: A Magazine of Verse.
At that time, however, Harriet Monroe labeled her a modern because
of her love of economy and epithet.
Some time during the middle of the Victorian period a few poets
initiated an effort to withdraw from the vaguely ideal and the cloyingly
sentimental. The shift, encouraged by Browning, Meredith, and
Hardy, was. eventually to become a landslip. Intellect, analysis, and
- insight were· to be freed and made a vehicle for discgyering tfie legitimate sources and justifications f(jr emotion and sentitrtent. Mind, held
in new respect, would function integrally with feeling. The vision of
The Waste Land, product of a profound analysis of tradition and the
elements that compose a society and culture, was a long way off. But
a beginning, like that of Emily Dickinson's self-analysis, could be made.
Through her the ironic intelligence, the line charged with meaning,
and the insight embodied in metaphor were irrevocably opposed to the
evanescently romantic, the exclusively "poetic" and ~entimental. She
was, for whatever reasons. sufficiently aside from the literary_ culture
of her time to initiate techniques and a manner of express~on 'that generations of poets following her would find not only appropriate but
inevitably right for dieir poetry. When Edward Sapir reviewed her
Collected Poems in 1925, he felt in her work the possible destroyer of
our late romantics and "venders of jeweled bindings." Sapir viewed her
as a kind of "primitive," a forerunner of a spirit 'in American poetry
that had not as yet "quite succeeded in shaping itself."
If we assume for Stephen Crane very much influence on the poetry
of the twenties, we should credit him with advancing the influence of
Emily Dickinson. Her elliptical and sometimes cryptic lines made possible an idiqpt ta~t with implication. Crane, according ,to Ford'Madox'
Ford (Hueffer), never "tired of exasperatingly declaring it was his unattainable ambition to make every one damned word do the worK' of
six." The long elemental lines of Whitman are suited to large, almost
primitive emotions, and the lines of Poe are built upon the careful
balance of an "exclusive diction" with mournful and melancholy
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The followers of both ppets would oppose the "epigrammatism" of Dickinson and C~a~e.
.. Hamlin Garland, who eventually arranged for the publication of
The Black Riders (1896) and to whom it was dedicated, later recalled
his first sight of Crane's poems:

I was astounded by their power.. ". They were.at once quaintly humorousand audacious, unrhymed and almost without rhythm, but the figures
employed with masterly brevity ~ere colossal. ; They s~ggested some of the
French translations of Japanese v~rses, at other times they carried the sting
and compression of 'Em~ly Dic!cinson's verse....
Garland was not a highly perceptive critic and does not seem to
have been troubled by the fairly general disinterest of Crane in the
discipline and techniques of the crC;lft of poetry. He marveled at Crane's
ability to compoSe poems "without'" a moment's' hesitation.". Crane
knew Miss Dickinson's work. He had heard part of it read one evening
when visiting the home of William Dean Howells. He part.icipated in
the first burst, of enthusiasm and wonder that began when Mabel
'Loomis Todd and Thomas Wentworth Higgins issued some of ,her
poems. For some reason or other, the popular interest in her work
diminished after 1900 and almost died-until in 1924, after, that is,
the modernist movements had begun to gain .the ascendancy in the
Unitec:t States, several works placed her again in the for<:ground, and
detailed study -and criticism re-established her position. Her reputation and influence seems to have lagged behind tQat ,of Crane, who was
studied by the Imagists and epigrammatists writing their elliptical free
verse. Her reputation, which should greatly have exceeded his, was
t9 some extent" prepared for by his. Both had striven for an aesthetic
emphasis and both made the dominance of it in the twenties possible.
According to Thomas Beer, the critics of Crane, except for Howells,
failed to see the "ironies chasing themselves" throug~out The Red
Badge. The early response of reviewers and ~eaders generally to Crane's
work indicates that he had to face a straitened singlemindedness in his
audience. Both books of poems bewildered reviewers. "Mr. Crane's
sense of humor," one wrote, "is of a mystifying kind. He deliberately
shows us the horrors of war and then entitles hjs work "War Is Kind.'''
The negligible notice, during these same years, given to Edwin Arlington Robinson"s The Torrent and the Night Before (1896) and The
Children of the Night (1897) implies a part of the reason for the reception_given Crane's poems. With The ,Man Against the Sky, iIi 1916,
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Robinron won his first notable attention. "Richard Cory," which had
appeared in his second volume, found its au~ience twenty years later.
In England tJIe themes of irony which Crane handled so roughlytedium vitae, the revolt against God, and the view of man as a speck in
an indifferent universe-had been treated with more subtlety and artistry by James Thomson, Swinburne, and Fitzgerald. In The Mauve
Decade Beer interpreted the craze for the Rubaiyat as a "symptom of
mental growth, a fleet glance out of so much bawling optimism at things
insoluble." Crane, too, was symptomatic. After the tum of ~e,_century Engla~<;l. and America were to allow Hardy to become i' major
figure and to read Housman with something more than wistful attention. Even so, Crane's audience in the nineties was not prepared for
the bad-tasting "pills" which Crane himself acknowledged to be "pretty
dam dumb, anyhow:' And in 1919, ~hen Harriet Monroe was attempting to relate Crane to the new poetry she found his God-baiting
(she had heard Ingersoll) merely sophomoric and dated. In this
respect, Crane seems more prophetic, indicative of a changing temper,
than influential!
Miss Monroe took 'notice of ,the, "persistent assertion" that Crane
"forestalled and outdid. the vers-librists of these days." She pointed
out that his sententiousness is not so very different from that of the
VictorianS", .but without observing that he was sententious after the
fashion of the modems, using their prejudices and biases. She was
more willing to accord Emily Dickinson a place as a pioneer but did
nOt add that in some'respects Crane was in direct line of descent from
Miss Dickinson and was, through the very success of his techniques
as a modern, instrumental in preparing a later audience for her. Miss
Monroe did, however, admit he was something of an innovator. ' uHis
free verse was different from Whitman's, his use of the short ,line
especially was a presage and it may have influenced some of the poets
-the ImagistS, 'for example-who are now trying out its tunes. Ezra
Pound, indeed, has somewhere spoken of him appreciatiVely." He did
not, she said, become a master of the new instrument and will longest
be remembered for his prose. Both of these statements seem true
enough, provided one adds that Crane's work made the development of
the mQdern idiom and'aesthetic easier. Without examples of the kind
he afforded, the formulations of the poets and critics who followed him
would have been perhaps greatly delayed. Glances through the- book'
news and literary columns of American magazines after 1900 reveal a
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continued irlterest in his work. When HuefEer reviewed Some Imagist
PO,ets (1915) for Outlook, he quoted Crane's "the waves were barbarous
, and abrupt," ca~ling it "the real right thing." Hueffer in successive
and repetitious articles never tired of pr~ising Crane's genius in creating
appropriate analogies through images, and of "placing" him as an innovator.
If Cran~ had been born a generation or so later, or if he had li.ye~
long~r, he might 'well have turned his m:;ljor energies to poetry. His
gift was not reportorial nor even an ability with discursive expression;
it was one of intense perception which expressed itself most readily
and clearly in images. If he had lived only a few more years 4e might
have joined with Pound, who went to England in 1909, where he found
the criticism of James, Remy de Gournlont, T. E. Hulme, and Hueffer
germinal and provocative. Crane had' associated wjth James and Hueffer as a kind of schoolboy genius. Yet Crane anticipated, though without raising his aperfus as a practicing craftsman to a coherent theory of
, criticism, the concern of Hulme with images.' !Ie is~erefore a forerunner of the pqets who under the influence of Hulme attempted to
create an "Imagist" poetry. Hulme, according ~o Het:bert Read,

0

~.

..

, was always haunted by a suspicion of the futility of logic. He despised _
"words/' regarding them as mere counters in a game, "beads on a chain,"
mere physical-,things carrying no reality. ,Against words he opposed the
image as a unit and the analogy as ,n instrument of thought.... Thought,
he argued, was prior to its expression in langUage, being the simultaneous
presentation to the mind of two different images: thought was the recognition of their analogy.
.

.

Valuations put on the poetry of the Imagists should not influence
judgments of the value of Hulme's theories. It remains that much of
the aesthetic we call modern, the concern with concretion, ellipsis, reflexive explo~ion of meaning, and suggestive detail, was first -formulated
by him and his associates. In the light of Pound's theory of the image
functioning as vortex, derivative certainly from Hulme's 'position, it
is possible to characterize not only modern poetry but modern: pr«,lse.
A consideration of Crane in the light of the history of .the image in
modern literature establishes beyond doubt his break with the novelists who preceded him and the debt owed him by both pOets and novelists who followed him.
Joseph Frank, with co~clusive use of detail, has shown that Pound's'
definition of the image as "that which presents~ an intellectual and

a
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emotional complex in an instant of time" may serve as a principle for
more than adequately characterizing a major aspect of modem prose
and poetry. Pound does not define an image as a "pictorial reproduction"-the degree beyond which certain Imagists could not move-but
as a "unification of disp~rate ideas and emotions into a com,plex presente4 spatially in an inst.ant of time." Even a brief examination of
The Red Badge establishes Crane's relationship to this aesthetic.
Crane's novel of a battle is not discUrsive in the usual manner of
fiction. It reveals the realistic details, catching aJways those aspects
that ifeveal the meaning to the participants, and enlarging continuously
through the exploration of images the horror and, "red sickness of
battle." The characters are barely' identified, and their personal histories seem all but irrelevant. They contribute to the artist's pr.esentation of ari "intellectual and 'emotional complex," but are not investigated individually and sequentially. Only what is relevant to the
"complex" is allowed in. Whatever might distract or disconcert from
it is ignored. The technique here is not so complicated as it was to be
in Ulysses, where fragments and allusions must be kept in mind until by
"reflexive reference" they can be. linked to their "complements," but
Crane's technique is nonetheless modern. And as the technique of·
Ulysses is related to the technique of modern poetry, so is that of Crane's
Red Badge.
In this brief history also belongs the name of George Santayana.
No other American of his age was so free to participate in American
life yet remain distant enough to 'focus against it a shrewd and brilliant
philosophical commentary. He restored idealism, Mumford wrote, "as
a mode of thinking creatively:: The Sense Of Beauty was published
in 1896 and thereafter the aspiring artist had a strong philosophical
position from which to view and assess America's literary expressions.
Santayana made basic distinctions.. The pleasure derived from beauty~
he said,
must not be in the consequence of the utility of the object or even~ but in
its immediate perception; in other words, beauty is an ultimate good, someth;ng that gives satisfaction to a natural function, to some fundamental need
or capacity of our minds.... Morality has to do with the avoidance of evil
and the pursuit of good.
The dignity of' this kind of philosophy-it was the beginning of
critical maturity-must.hav~ given h0J;le'. tQ at least a few. It was followed almost yearly by book-length statements evolving his full critical
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and philosophical position. His poetry, because he was not born to
English, did not offer a parallel'influence-but by 19'2-, when the poetic
renaissance was under way, he had helped in the best way he could to
prepare for it. And a. fuller understanding of his "The Poetry of Barbarism" (1906) would have saved the experimenters of the twenties
from exploring certain blind alleys in the Whitman tradition.
The Spanish birth of Santayana and his continued dependence on
an old world Catholic traditionalism separated him from his contem-,
poraries but allowed him to understand them betier. In a letter discussing The Last Puritan he said that

.

an important element in the tragedy of "his hero" is drawn from the 'fate of
a whole s~ing of Harvard poets in the 1880's and '1890's-Sanborn, Philip
Savage; Hugh McCullough, Trumbull Stickney, and Cabot Lodge.... Now,
all those friends of mine.. ~were visibly killed by the lack of air tu breathe.
People individual~y w.ere kind and even appreciative to them, as they were
to me, but the system was deadly, and they hadn't any alternative tradition
(as I had) to fall back upon....
Henry Adams wrote the biogr~phy of one of these poets, The Life of
George Cabot Lodge. In it,. as Edmund Wilson points out, the deadliness of Adams' world is pervasive, expressing itself through a 'doubleedged irony of which Adams seems sometimes hardly to have been
aware. The irony was the sharp doubt which Wilson says "peeled the
gilt from the Gilded Age." Adams expressed, as few contemporaries
could, the effects of the loss of fai~h. The later concern of Eliot with
tradition and the nee4 for a society sustained and given dignity by
spirituality derived in good part from the preoccupation of Adams with
the Virgin at,-Chartres. F. o. Matthiessen quotes a passage from TheEducation which obviously served Eliot in The M'aste Land. A slightly
earlier study by R. P. Blackmur explains Adams' inability to accept a
faith that had made the literature and sculpture of the Virgin possible.
If we grant significance to Eliot's statements of the essential dilemma
of our time, we must observe the part .Adams played in preparing for
them. And we should note that without his persistent awareness of the
need for the aestJ;1etic emphasis Eliot's own expression of the dilemma
would have been more difficult and perhaps less perceptive and moving.
Considerations of Adams as' historian tend to blur our recognition of
his part in .the development ~f ~ater artistic awareness. Adams found
that the most profoundly cultivated reaches of the mind demand the
same treatment that the artist strives to give.
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The pen works for itself, and acts like a hand modelling the . plastic
material over and over again to the form that suits it best. The form is
never arbitrary, but is a sort of growth like crystallization, as any artist knows
too well, for often _the pencil runs into side paths and shapelessness, loses
its relations, stops or is bogged. Then it has to return on its trail, and recover if it can, its line of force.
Adams, like Pater and .James, emphasized the function of mind in
estcJ.blishing the relationships between perceptions and appropriate ex--pression. Without these proper relationships the historian, philosopher, or artist will not properly objectify his perceptions.
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